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Two measures which indicate statistical serial dependence were 

evaluated. The n-dimensional Average Stored Information index (ndASI) is a 

measure of conditional information, which compares the entropies of higher 

order conditional distributions to estimate average statistical serial dependence. 

The generalized ranked joint interval histogram (RJIH-o) is a new non-

parametric graphical analysis method. It extends the joint interval histogram by 

depicting longer interval sequences and can be interpereted precisely 

analagously to the joint interval histogram. 

The generalized ranked joint interval histogram correctly represents 

independence in a Poisson process model and statistical serial dependence in 

a directionally reinforced Markov model. The generalized ranked joint interval 

histogram correctly depicts the underlying periodic and strange attractors in a 

standard map model. 

Both measures can be used to effectively analyze interspike interval 

sequences from spontaneous neurophsyiological activity effectively. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally acknowledged that electrophysiological records from neural 

tissue may be analyzed at multiple levels. At one level, analysis is used to 

explain the internal mechanism of spike production. At another level, a concise 

characterization of the output of a neuron is sought. This may be used for 

description, comparison, and classification of nerve cells (Perkel, Gerstein, and 

Moore, 1967). The focus of this study is the development of measures capable 

of describing characteristics of the electrophysiological activity of dissociated, 

cultured olfactory bulbs so that (1) changes in the electrophysiological activity 

may be detected; and (2) responses of the cultured bulb may be categorized. 

In this study, this will be examined by applying the measures to models (not 

necessarily accurately modelling bulb activity) that vary in behavior with some 

parameter, and by examining the changes of culture activity to a 

pharmacological agent which has a known effect. Specifically, two measures 

of statistical serial dependence that extend quantification to higher orders have 

been developed: a summary statistic from information theory, and an extension 
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of the joint interval histogram. The former is a measure of the average 

complexity of a data set for various sized windows. The latter is a display 

method that places the estimated probability of all sequences that appear in the 

data set in the context of all the possible sequences. The suitability of these 

measures for characterizing spontaneous neurophysiological activity will be 

assessed by applying them to appropriate stochastic and deterministic models, 

and by examining known electrophysiological effects. For the purposes of 

illustration, one experiment will be sufficient. 

Simple statistics do not adequately describe the dissociated olfactory 

bulb culture records because the distributions are, in general and for a variety 

of measurements, very skewed and have very long tails. We have not yet 

identified "typical" families of distributions of measurements taken from 

neurophysiological records. The distributions are not parametric. This implies 

that statistics such as mean and variance will not characterize different records 

significantly. Further, there are good a priori reasons for believing that 

sequential interspike intervals from the olfactory bulb culture are not 

independent. If there is serial dependence, independent statistics are a poor 

characterization of the underlying process. 

Measures of statistical serial dependence may allow us to better 

characterize the records. Statistical serial dependence implies predictability in 

the timing of action potential occurrence. This may be reflected in the 

interspike interval sequence in a number of ways. Succeeding intervals may 
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have a similar duration. Short intervals may tend to be followed by short 

intervals and long intervals by long intervals (Rodieck, Kiang, and Gerstein, 

1962). Rhoades et. al. (1994) suggest a generalization of this definition. Serial 

dependence may be manifested by intervals that come from the same part of 

the ranked distribution as preceding intervals. The effect of this may be to 

generalize the notions of long and short, so that interval dependencies across 

the entire scale may be more clearly visualized. The patterned firing of a 

neuron implies a high degree of predictability (Dayhoff and Gerstein, 1983). 

Statistical serial dependence may also be defined as the absence of evidence 

for independence. A spike train may be tested against the null hypothesis of 

independence and if it is significantly different (and relevant assumptions are 

reasonably met) then the activity may be considered statistically serial 

dependent (Cox and Lewis, 1966). Often, however, the alternative hypotheses 

in such tests are too specific to be of use. For example, rejection of the null 

hypothesis might indicate the presence of an increasing trend in the intervals, 

but not the presence constant firing frequency. Both alternatives, however, may 

indicate statistical serial dependence in the same data set at different scales. 

There exists a degeneracy in the notion of statistical serial dependence 

when applied to neuronal activity. Observed statistical serial dependence may 

not be an intrinsic property of the neuron whose activity is being measured, but 

instead may be caused by the surrounding neurons affecting the neuron. This 

will be evident in examples below from the cellular and systems levels. Serial 
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dependence observed in activity may be a property of the network activity, may 

be induced by the neuron, or may be a product of a predictable input. With 

respect to function, it is clear that different tasks performed by the nervous 

system require that neurons perform different transforms on their inputs. In a 

trivial, but hopefully generalizable example, lateral geniculate neurons must be 

in a state of perpetual readiness. They cannot induce serial dependence in 

their output because their task is to relay often transient information precisely 

(Nakahama, 1983). The record from a neuron in the lateral geniculus would 

display statistical serial dependence, however, in the event that it was being 

modulated (ultimately) by a predictable stimulus. This degeneracy is most 

acute when the nature of the neuron's input is ambiguous. This is the case in 

the olfactory bulb cell cultures. 

On the cellular level, the probability that a neuron will fire an action 

potential is known in many preparations to be history dependent (Getting, 

1989). History dependent activity would appear in the records as statistical 

serial dependence. Getting gives many examples of mechanisms that produce 

this type of activity. Records from pacemaker neurons, which produce a 

continuous train of regularly spaced spikes, and endogenous bursters, which 

fire bursts of spikes independent of synaptic activation, would clearly show 

statistical serial dependence. The capacity to produce plateau potentials, which 

cause prolonged firing in the network by providing a depolarization bias from a 

transient input, is a mechanism by which a neuron might induce serial 
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dependence into network activity. Mechanisms such as delayed excitation, 

post-inhibitory rebound (an increased likelihood of depolarization following 

prolonged hyperpolarization), and post-burst hyperpolarization would bias 

activity and may appear as statistical serial dependence. Most central nervous 

system neurons fire repetitively when depolarized and this relationship between 

input and firing frequency is summarized by the F-l plot. The input/frequency 

relationship can only be detailed in a reduced experiment where current may be 

systematically injected into the cell. In functional activity input is, of course, 

supplied by other neurons and in a network it is the interaction of these 

properties that determines the nature of each cell's acivity. Spike frequency 

adaptation, the decrease of spike frequency during maintained input, may 

underly statistical serial dependence in many cases. Alternatively, Kepler and 

Marder (1993) have shown in a Hodgin-Huxley model that when a slow inward 

current is added to the model, a frequency and time dependent mechanism for 

generating spikes is spontaneously produced. A second spike initiation zone is 

created on the axon when a pair of spikes is induced. This zone moves along 

the axon, trailing the pair of spikes and produces spikes both orthodromically 

and antidromically. This would appear as statistical serial dependence. Getting 

(1989) notes that "...even within a restricted network subserving a single 

behavior, each interneuron type may display a different F-l relationship." 

Measures of statistical serial dependence used in conjunction with a stimulation 

protocol may allow the classification of units in our cultures. Since the serial 
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dependence of the stimulation would be known, records from neurons in the 

culture may be examined for statistically serial dependent responses. 

Serial dependence in the sequence of interspike intervals has been 

studied in various systems. Nakahama et. al. (1983) used statistics derived 

from information theory to study spike trains from various neuronal tissues in 

the cat. They showed that spontaneous activity from the red nucleus and 

medial reticular formation neurons showed a higher degree of statistical serial 

dependence (the predictability of the interspike interval sequence was greater) 

and the dependence was of a higher order (predictability extended over a 

greater number of interspike intervals) than spontaneous activity from the optic 

tract and lateral geniculate nucleus. This can be interpreted functionally. The 

statistical serial dependence of the reticular neurons can be related to the 

ascending reticular activating system's tonic function: the regulation of the 

general state of the brain. Similarly, the function of the red nucleus, regulation 

of postural control, would be expected to manifest a greater statistical 

dependence (Nakahama, et. al., 1971; Nakahama et. ai. 1972). Neurons from 

the visual system, however, must process visual information promptly and 

precisely. This would require a lower statistical dependence in the spontaneous 

interval sequence so that the neurons could be modulated more readily 

(Nakahama et. ai., 1966). Similarly, spontaneous activity from ventrobasal 

neurons modulated by hair receptors had very low statistical serial dependence 

(Nakahama et. al., 1971). 
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A comparison of the activity of neurons in somatosensory cortex area I 

(layers V and VI) during sleep and waking states showed that statistical serial 

dependence was significantly higher and persisted over longer duration during 

active wakefulness, slow wave sleep and rapid-eye-movement paradoxical 

sleep than during a quiet wakefulness period, or non-rapid-eye-movement 

paradoxical sleep These results suggested to the authors that information 

processing was occurring during the periods that displayed high serial 

dependence (Yamamoto and Nakahama, 1983). 

Conventional ways of looking at serial dependence are limited or use 

assumptions that are inappropriate for our preparation. An examination of 

records from olfactory bulb cultures shows that action potentials occur in bursts, 

relatively high frequency trains of seemingly dependent activity whose 

distribution in time may or may not be approximately periodic. An 

autocorrelation does not help to characterize the records in terms of this 

patterned activity. A joint interval histogram or joint interval scatterplot (JIH or 

JIS) (Rodieck, Kiang, and Gerstein, 1962) or difference joint interval histogram 

(Perkel, Gerstein, and Moore, 1967) may show this kind of dependence, but 

these are limited to pairs of interspike intervals and suffer from scale and error 

problems which will be discussed in detail below. 

We present two ways of characterizing the activity of the culture. One is 

a class of non-parametric summary statistics of serial dependence based on 

techniques from information theory and the other is a display method for the 
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estimates of the conditional probabilities of interspike interval sequences. 

These methods address the question "To what degree and order and at what 

scale is statistical serial dependence expressed?" 

Statistical Preliminaries 

In general, experimental data may be classified as deterministic or 

nondeterministic. Deterministic data can be described reasonably by an explicit 

mathematical relationship. Nondeterministic data is best described by probability 

statements and statistical averages. If data are considered deterministic, then 

the results of the experiment that produced the data are expected to be 

identical (within experimental error) with each trial. "If an experiment cannot be 

designed that will produce identical results when the experiment is repeated, 

then the data must usually be considered random in nature." (Bendat and 

Piersol, 1986) Some experiments can be analyzed on many different levels. 

On some levels the results of an experiment may be considered to be 

consistent and identical, on others identical only in some reduction, or 

summary. Are the spontaneous electrophysiological records of neuronal culture 

experiments deterministic or nondeterministic? On one level, the qualitative 

effects of a drug can be identical trial after trial, but the neurophysiological 

records are in detail certainly dissimilar, and the results may at best be identical 

only in some derivative, summarized, and reduced representation of the record. 
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It is clear from the variability of neurophsyiological records from many cultures 

that neurophysiological data from cultured neurons is best analyzed as 

stochastic data. In fact, George Gerstein (Perkel, Gerstein, and Moore, 1967), 

a prominent thinker in spike train analysis, writes of spontaneous neuronal data: 

"...the source of greatest information about the process being observed, is the 

variability and randomness of the spike train." So we must describe the record 

in statistical terms and view the process "...either as inherently probabilistic or 

as sufficiently complex that we can best and most simply treat them in 

probabilistic terms." 

The collection of all possible time histories that a nondeterministic 

phenomenon might produce is called a stochastic process. Another way of 

defining this is that a stochastic process is a collection of random variables 

(X(t), t £ T}, such that for each t E T, X(t) is a random variable. If T is the time 

axis, then we can refer to X(t) as the state of the process at time t. The state 

space of a stochastic process is defined as the set of all possible values that 

the random variables X(t) can assume. 

The state variable for the electrophysiological activity of a neuron may be 

considered at least two ways. A state variable for one type of neuronal 

stochastic process may be the membrane potential whose fluctuations are 

measured by an intra- or extra-cellular electrode. Another type of stochastic 

process is the "spike train". From this view, action potentials are considered to 

be indistinguishable from each other, except for their time of occurrence. A 
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stochastic process that considers the times of occurrence of indistinguishable 

events is called a stochastic point process. 

Point process statistics are computed based on times of occurrence or 

on elapsed times between events. These elapsed times are known in the 

context of neurosdence as interspike intervals (ISIs), first passage times, or first 

recurrence times. In the context of dynamical systems theory the time between 

action potentials can be thought of as the time of flight. This is the time it takes 

for the neuron's membrane potential trajectory to intersect a Poincare section of 

its attractor following the previous intersection, when both intersections pass 

through the plane going the same direction. The time of flight perspective gives 

a slightly more precise notion of the interspike interval as a state of the neuron. 

The marginal, conditional, and joint distributions are statistics that describe the 

shape of the neuron's attractor with respect to membrane potential. From this 

point of view the stochastic measures are used to describe a very complex 

deterministic process that underlies spike generation in the neuron. 

The interspike interval is the random variable that will be analyzed in this 

study. It will be written: 

tti) 

where i is an index and N is the number of intervals in the sample. 

Stationary stochastic point processes may be classified (for a discussion 

of stationarity see below). An important example of a point process, often used 

as a null case in spike train analysis, is the Poisson process. Events in this 
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process occur randomly in time. That is, at each instant t there is a constant 

probability of an action potential occurring. Also, the probability of an event in 

the interval (t, t+h] is independent of what happens up to time t. Further, the 

definition of a Poisson process requires that the chance of two or more events 

occurring simultaneously is negligible (this requirement is not relevant to the 

action potential generation of a neuron because one neuron can only fire one 

spike at a time). The interspike interval distribution of a Poisson process is 

exponential. The probability of r events occurring in a time t in a Poisson 

process with a mean event occurrence rate of lambda is given by: 

P{Nt=x) = JA£if£ 
I Q " " A C 

(Cox and Lewis, 1966). An examination of the data from olfactory bulb cultures 

shows that it is not modeled well by a Poisson process. 

A generalization of the Poisson process is the renewal process. Here 

interevent times may be drawn from an arbitrary distribution, but the times are 

still independent and identically distributed. A generalization of the renewal 

process, Wold's Markov process, relaxes the constraint of independence by 

assuming that the distribution of each interval, x{, is dependent only on the 

preceding interval, xM. A further generalization is the semi-Markov process 

where there are a number of different interval distributions, and the sequence of 

intervals is determined by a matrix of transition probabilities. Note that a one-

state semi-Markov process is just a renewal process (Cox and Lewis, 1966). 
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My approach has been to estimate the transition matrix from a sample of data 

and either calculate a measure from it, or visualize the conditional probability 

estimates. If the underlying process is indeed renewal, then each row of the 

matrix will have the same distribution. 

Stationarity 

An important consideration in the analysis of a stochastic process is 

stationarity. Informally, a stationary stochastic process has the same 

distribution and statistics, regardless of the particular time that it is observed. 

More rigorously, for a stochastic point process (such as a spike train) the joint 

distribution of the numbers of events in fixed intervals (t^+h, t'̂ +h], (t'2+h, 

t"2+h],...(t'k+h, t"k+h], for all h and for k = 1, 2, 3,... is invariant (Cox and Lewis, 

1966). This is called strict sense stationarity. This is not only a difficult 

requirement to meet in most real processes, but it is very difficult to test 

rigorously. A more practical constraint is weak, or wide sense stationarity which 

requires that the first and second order properties of a sample be invariant with 

respect to shifts of time (Landolt and Correia, 1978). Many tests have been 

suggested to detect non-stationarity of a process from its data. Most are 

inappropriate for most neurophysiological data, and all seem inappropriate for 

data from the dissociated olfactory bulb cell cultures. If a bursting process is to 

be called stationary in the strict sense, there must, by definition, be a lower 
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bound on the interval i = t" -1' and/or on h, which represents the magnitude of 

the shift. The process may be stationary at coarse time scales, but is not 

stationary at finer time scales. 

"The most direct, straightforward, and recommended way of dealing with 

suspected nonstationarity is to segment the data, analyze each segment 

separately, and apply standard techniques for testing that the several samples 

were drawn from the same population. In practice this is often impossible 

because of an insufficiently long sample" (Perkel, Gerstein and Moore, 1967). 

In the culture situation with multimicroelectrode plate (MMEP) recording it is 

easy to provide a sufficiently long sample of data, but finding a standard test 

that is appropriate for the form of the distributions of the data is difficult. For 

the sake of completeness, several tests are discussed below. 

Cox and Lewis (1966) discuss the detection and analysis of trends. They point 

out that one may wish to analyze trends for their own sake, or merely test for 

the presence of a trend so that the stationarity assumptions of a particular test 

statistic may be met. They offer two types of tests for the detection of a trend. 

The first type, a least squares regression, requires only fairly weak assumptions 

about the detailed structure of the time series, but these tests are relatively 

inefficient due to the non-normal distribution of the residuals. The second type 

of test involves a Poisson process whose rate parameter varies systematically. 

An examination of the cell culture data shows that this test would not be 

generally useful. Bursts of spikes may appear strictly periodic or strictly 
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decelerating much more often than is probable under Poissonian assumptions. 

They warn explicitly against testing the null hypothesis that the events in the 

sample form a Poisson process with a goodness of fit test to examine 

stationarity 

The U test is a popular test for stationarity (Yang and Chen, 1978; de 

Kwaadsteniet 1982. Nakahama, 1983). Cox and Lewis (1966) note that the 

test loses efficiency if the coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean) is 

much different from one, and that there is serious distortion of the significance if 

the difference is greater than the range {0.8 < CV < 1.2 }. Our data routinely 

show coefficient of variation outside of these bounds. Also, de Kwaadsteniet 

used a level of significance (alpha) equal to 0.3. In all of these tests the 

researcher must choose a level of significance (usually much different from the 

conventional 0.05) and this requires an extensive survey of many different kinds 

of network activity at different criterion values. This has not yet been done. 

The side test was suggested by Griffith and Horn (1966). This test 

assumes uncorrected intervals, as well as an underlying Poisson distribution 

with varying rate parameter. In the bursty data from olfactory cultures it is 

inappropriate to assume uncorrected interspike intervals. 

Two non-parametric tests, the Wald-Wolfowitz runs test (Landolt Correia, 

1978; Shanmugan and Breipohl, 1988) and the log likelihood chi-squared 

(LRX2) omnibus test for stationarity (Gottman and Roy, 1990) may be 

considered. Unfortunately the runs test requires independence of successive 
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measurements. The LRX2 test assumes a Markov process, and appears 

attractive with respect to my hypothesis of semi-Makovian dependence. I 

implemented it and by adjusting alpha arbitrarily, I was able to show 

stationarity. To make an informed choice of the level of significance would 

require an extensive survey of electrophysiological records from this 

preparation. That is beyond the scope of this study. Another weakness of this 

test is that the authors (Gottman and Roy, 1990) do not address the very 

signifcant loss of power at each level of conditioning. 
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Wash 3 
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Figure 1 Examination of interspike interval 
histograms for stationarity. 

Nonstationarity concerns may be dealt with in a less rigorous fashion. 

The ISI distribution may be watched for uniform development over time (Landolt 
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and Correia, 1987). Also, distributions from separate segments may be 

compared by eye to detect nonstationarity. Data used in this paper was 

examined informally (Figure 1). Histograms were judged to be satisfactory, 

although not strictly stationary at all frequencies. 



CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Olfactory Bulb Cell Cultures 

Olfactory bulb cell cultures were prepared by pooling bulbs from 

embryonic mice (Hybrid Balb/C X ICR; 14-16 day gestation). These were 

dissociated using established procedures, and cultured on multimicroelectrode 

plates (MMEPs). For details see Fracek, Guo and Schafer (1993a, 1993b) and 

for general culturing procedure and MMEP construction Gross and Lucas 

(1982), Gross et. al. (1993), and Gross and Schwalm (1994). 

MMEPs 

A complete description of MMEPs can be found in Gross and Lucas 

(1982). Each MMEP consists of a glass plate containing 64 photoetched 

indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrodes, which are optically transparent (Gross et. al, 

1985), insulated with a layer of polysiloxane resin, and de-insulated at the 
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electrode tips which are plated with a thin layer of gold to reduce the interface 

impedance. 

Data Collection and Spike Detection 

Data was recorded on analog tape using a 14 track Racal tape recorder 

using custom preamplifiers from BAK electronics. Single units were isolated by 

making peak voltage histograms using custom software (BVIEW, see 

Appendix) from waveforms digitized on a (486 Mhz IBM-compatible) computer 

using software and hardware from RC Electronics. Window discriminator levels 

were chosen, and the analog tape was run through a bank of custom window 

discriminators (ALFA, Denton, Texas) supplemented by a window discriminator 

from Mentor. The output pulses from these discriminators were collected using 

RC software. Data was prepared using custom software (see Appendix). 

Some data was collected using the custom software COLLECT (CNNS) running 

on a MASSCOMP 5700 minicomputer. 

Biological Data 

The biological data presented in this study come from an experiment 

performed on a dissociated olfactory bulb cell culture. The protocol involved 
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serial increase in the concentration of bicuculline in the medium of the culture. 

This effected gradual disinhibition of the neuronal network, presumably because 

the effect of the GABA-ergic granule cells on mitral cells in the culture was 

reduced. Disinhibition of dissociated olfactory bulb cell cultures is known to 

cause the culture activity to become more "regular" as heuristically described by 

researchers (Prof. Stephen P. Fracek, personal communication). Medium 

collected from incubating cultures (conditioned medium) was used during the 

experiment to wash out drug treatments. The protocol was as follows 

(concentrations reflect concentration of drug in conditioned medium): 

1) Control Wash with conditioned medium 

2) Control Wash with conditioned medium 

3) Control Wash with conditioned medium 

4) 1 uM Bicuculline 

5) 5 uM Bicuculline 

6) 10 uM Bicuculline 

7) 20 uM Bicuculline 

8) 50 uM Bicuculline 

9) 100 uM Bicuculline 

10) 11 Control washes with conditioned medium 

11) Control wash with conditioned medium 
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Model Data 

The measures examined in this study were used on several model data 

sets to assess the capacity of the measures to characterize simple cases of 

dependence and independence. A pseudo Poisson process was simulated by 

choosing a discrete time step of 0.3 ms (to simulate a sampling rate of 3000 

Hz) and letting the occurrence of a spike be a Bernoulli random variable at 

each time step. The probability of spike occurrence was set to match a desired 

mean rate of firing. A 1 ms absolute refractory period was simulated after the 

occurrence of a spike. During this period following a spike occurrence no spike 

was allowed to occur. Although this violated a strict assumption of 

independence, it is a crude approximation of the refractory period of a neuron. 

The bias induced by this mechanism was only visible at firing frequencies 

(spike occurrence probabilities) much greater than those used. 

A refinement of this model is the reinforced Markov process model. The 

neuron was hypothesized to have two underlying states, simulated by two 

different probabilites of spike occurrence. The neuron switched between these 

two probabilities according to a third Bernoulli random variable. This is similar 

in principle (but not in execution) to the doubly stochastic Poisson process 

suggested by Cox and Lewis (1966). 

A one-dimensional dynamical system was examined. This deterministic 

system displays a range of behavior, from predictable to undpredictable. This 
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model of interspike intervals involved the standard map, whose behavior varies 

between periodicity and chaos as its parameter varies between 0.7 and 

0.73264413... . The model is given by: 

zk*i=zk~VL8^n (2nzk) modi 

xk=r+y(zk+±) 

where xk is the k th interval, r is the refractory period, 7 is a scale parameter, zk 

is the dynamical variable and p is the main parameter (Prof. Jacek M. Kowalski, 

UNT, personal communication). 

Explicitly patterned data examined were simply fabricated by choosing a 

finite set of distinct, plausible interspike interval durations and adding a small 

amount of normally distributed noise to the process. 

STATISTICS 

Information Theory 

The orignal impetus for describing the spike trains from the olfactory bulb 

cultures with information theory came from Robert Shaw (1986). In his book, 

The Dripping Faucet as a Model Chaotic System he suggests the use of the 
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measure of mutual information from information theory to characterize the 

different behaviors of his dynamical system, a carefully constructed dripping 

water faucet. This measure quantifies the predictability of an interevent interval, 

given the previous interevent interval. It is an application of the measure of 

mutual information from information theory to successive interevent intervals. 

The Average Stored Information index (ASI index) is calcuated using the 

following formula: 

ASI = I(xi;xk) = Y Pp(xitxk) log, 

where x, is an index that represents an interspike interval value and xk 

represents the next interspike interval value in the the data set. This is 

computed across all intervals x in the estimate of the discrete joint interspike 

interval probability mass function X. It will be useful in the generalization to 

longer interevent interval histories to derive this from the fundamentals. Where i 

and j are interspike interval durations, and xk is the k th interspike interval in the 

data set with discrete distribution X, and conditional distribution X̂ : 

Let pi = p(x=i) 
Let pji = p(xk=i ix^j) 

Then H(X) = -TPi log2 p, 
Tex 

= " E A P ] i i ° g 2 P , I 
iTJex 

ASI = H(X) - HiXjj) 
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Where H(Xj,) is the conditional entropy. 

Optican et. al. (1991) note that the measure of mutual information is 

upwardly biased due to small sample size and noise. They suggest a correction 

for bias that I have applied in my analysis: 

aqr 
A S I ° * 

Asib = ^-TASJ;, 

Here ASIr is the raw ASI index, computed from the data set in sequence, ASIe 

is the corrected ASI index, ASIb is the bootstrap ASI index given by averaging 

Nb ASI values computed from shuffled versions of the data. I used 10 shuffled 

data sets, and set y = 2. Shuffling was accomplished by assigning each 

element of the ordered data a random number and sorting the random 

sequence. 

Shaw (1986) indicates that the ASI index may be generalized to include 

more of the history of the process. Nakahama et. al. (1977) carry this 

generalization out more rigorously, and with application to the interspike interval 

statistics of spontaneous neuronal activity. They define a measure of 

dependency, Dm, which they use to estimate the order and degree of 

dependency. 
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„ _ H{X) 
• H(X) 

where m is the number of conditioning intervals ij.k.J. They exploit the fact 

that conditioning cannot increase entropy, 

H{X) * H(X±i) * . . . = HUij-.. .jtj) 

to detect where adding one more interspike interval of history does not change 

the entropy. This is the m that they choose to represent the Markov order of 

the underlying process, and the magnitude of Dm represents the degree of 

dependency. I have found that the curve of Dm against m has interesting 

structure, and have chosen instead to represent the data set by this curve. In 

order to correct for sampling bias, Nakahama has also recommended an 

analagous bootstrap procedure involving shuffled sequences (Nakahama et. al. 

1983). I have implemented this in my analysis. These curves are referred to 

as ndASI, for either N-Dimensional Average Stored Information Index, or 

Nakahama's Dependency Average Stored Information Index. 

Generalized Rank Joint Interval Histogram 

Although the information measures quantify the serial dependence of the 

underlying action potential generating process, the summary statistics yield no 

information about how that serial dependence is expressed. My approach has 

been to directly display the estimated conditional and joint distributions. A 
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generalization of the joint interval histogram (JIH) (Rodieck, Kiang and Gerstein, 

1962) and the ranked joint interval histogram (RJIH) (Rhoades et. al., in 

preparation) displays this information. The generalized Ranked Joint Interval 

Histogram (RJIH-o) depicts the joint or conditional probabilities of sequences of 

interspike intervals of up to 7 intervals. The suffix -o indicates the number of 

spikes surrounded by intervals. The plot is constructed by ranking the data, 

and recoding the data with its ranks. Then the same conditional table used to 

calculate Dm above is built binning the data in deciles (See the Appendix for this 

algorithm). Each element of this M dimensional distribution (each M element 

sequence) is represented by an ordered pair. Let G be the sequence of M 

ranked decile coded intervals, and S(G) = (Sx, Sy) be the transformation onto 

the plane given by: 

G = {x1,x2, . . .xM] 
S(G) = (Sx, Sy) 

M-l 

S, - E -1' 
1=1 

Sy = £ (rd{xi)-l)*N
i 

1*2 

where N is the number of states (in the cases presented, with deciles N = 10) 

and rd(x) is the decile for the interval x. (see Appendix for a proof of 

uniqueness of this representation). The estimated conditional or joint probability 

of each transition observed is located in the plane at the coordinates dictated 

by this transformation. The magnitude of the probability of the sequence is 

indicated by an open circle with proportional diameter (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 How to build a RJIH-o plot. 

Figure 2 demonstrates how to build a RJIH-o plot. Figure 2.a. Consider 

a simple data set where only three different interval durations are quantized. 

Note how the ranking/quantile function assigns ranks. Figure 2.b. shows how 

to calculate the x and y indexes, and Figure 2.c. shows where that sequence 

would be located. 

The order of a RJIH-o plot is indicated by the index following the o in 

RJIH-o. An index of 1 indicates pairs of intervals are considered, an index of 2 

indicates 3 intervals are considered, and so on. The scaling of the probability 

axis of the RJIH-o in this study determined by convention, by examining many 
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cases. The expected probability for each bin is given by: 

, x^+z) = ( z 

Ail of the cases examined in this study have the number of states, N = 10, the 

deciles of the ranked distribution. The order of the plot is given by z. 

% V-
-y, *i 

Joint interval Scatterplot 

C*1 
Joint Interval Htetogram 

Ranked Joint Interval Mstoqram 

N 

RJIH-ta 

Figure 3 How to read Joint Interval plots. 

Figure 3 shows schematic representations of a joint interval scatterplot (JIS), joint 

interval histogram (JIH), ranked joint interval histogram (RJIH) and generalized 

ranked joint interval (RJIH-o) histogram for data from a Poisson process. The 

axes for the JIS and JIH are the durations of interspike intervals. In the case of 

the JIS, the y axis represents the interval preceding a spike and the x axis 

represents the interval following a spike. The x and y axes of a JIH represent 
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binned values for these data. The axes of a RJIH are the ranks of these intervals. 

The maximum value of an axis of the RJIH is the largest rank, usually the number 

of points in the data set. The axes of an RJIH-o plot are indexes as described 

above. The maximum value of an axis is the number of states, in this case 10 for 

deciles, to the power of the order of the plot. For example, with decile coding, an 

RJIH-02 has 100 for a maximum value, an RJIH-03 has 1000 for a maximum 

value, and so on Note that it is difficult to visually ascertain the underlying NULL 

distribution in the JIS and JIH (it is a two-dimensional exponential distribution), but 

that in the ranked plots the independence of the process is clearly visible as a flat' 

distribution. Note how a pair of intervals is located on the joint interval scatterplot. 

Also, note that a concentration along a horizontal line in a JIS or JIH implies that 

any interval may follow some fixed interval (at the y intercept), and that a 

concentration along a vertical line implies that any interval may precede a fixed 

interval (the x intercept). A concentration at a point in the plane implies periodic 

activity, and a concentration along the x = y diagonal implies that similar length 

intervals follow similar length intervals across the entire spectrum of intervals. It 

is a result of this study that the same properties hold for the generalized ranked 

joint interval histogram. 
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Figure 4 Relating the ndASI and RJIH-o. 

Figure 4 relates the ndASI dependency curves and RJIH-o methods. The y 

axis for the ndASI plot is the dependency value, Dm, and the x axis is the order 

of the conditional distribution, m, referred to as Order. The axes for the RJIH-o 

plots are indexes as described above. Figure 4.a locates the average 
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conditional information value for a window of three intervals at the point in the 

ndASI curve of order 2, and the RJIH-o display for three intervals at RJIH-02. 

Figure 4.b indicates that the average conditional information value for a window 

of four intervals is located at Order 3, and RJIH-o3. 



CHAPTER 

RESULTS 

In the results presented below, examples will be drawn from stochastic 

and deterministic models, and examples will come from the disinhibition 

experiment. 

RHH-o2 - 50 Hz Poisson Process 
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Figure 5 RJIH-o plots of a 50 Hz truncated Poisson process. 
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Figure 5 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-04 (joint probabilities for 3 and 5 

interval sequences) for 8000 intervals of a truncated Poisson process with a 

mean firing rate of 50 Hz. A 2 second sample of the spike train is displayed to 

the right. The independence of the process means that all sequences are 

equally likely, and therefore the plot appears flat'. This will serve as an 

example of the NULL case for serial dependence. 
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Figure 6 RJIH-o plots for a directionally reinforced Markov model. 

Figure 6 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-03 plots for 8000 intervals of a 

directionally reinforced Markov model that has two Poisson processes: one 
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fires at a mean rate of 3 Hz and the other fires at a mean rate of 40 Hz. The 

system switches between the two processes with a probability of 0.025. The 

structure of both plots clearly shows two distinct processes: one of relatively 

higher and the other of relatively lower frequency. Within one of these 

processes, however, any sequence in the process may occur. 
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RJIH-o3 - Randomized DR Mark. 
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Figure 7 RJIH-o plots from data from the directionally reinforced 
Markov model, shuffled 50 times. 

Figure 7 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-03 plots for the 8000 intervals 

from Figure 6, after that data set was shuffled 50 times. Note that the global 

structure has been destroyed, implying that the serial dependence has also 

been removed. 
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Figure 8 RJIH-03 plot for a data set from the Standard Map model, at 
a parameter setting that gives periodic behavior, and the RJIH-o plot 
for the shuffled data set. 

Figure 8 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-03 plots for 10,000 points from 

the Standard Map model at a parameter setting of 0.723044. At this setting the 

model has a complex period. This is clearly visible in the spike train sample, 

and in the concentrations of probability in the RJIH-o plot. Note that shuffling 

completely destroys the structure of the spike train and plot. 
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Figure 9 RJIH-o3 plots for a data set from the Standard Map model ai 
a chaotic parameter setting and the same data set shuffled 50 times. 

Figure 9 shows the RJIH-03 plot for a 10,000 point data set produced by 

the Standard Map model at the parameter setting 0.732644. This setting is 

known to produce chaotic behavior (Prof. Jacek M. Kowalski, personal 

communication). Although there is no apparent serial dependence in the spike 

train sample, the attractor for the model is clearly visible in the RJIH-03 plot. 

Shuffling destroys the serial dependence of this deterministic model's behavior. 
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Figure 10 Interspike interval histogram and RJIH-02 plot for explicitly 
patterned, decelerating activity. 
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Figure 10 shows the interspike interval histogram and RJIH-02 plot for 

explicitly patterned, decelerating activity. The pattern was created by sampling 

from a series of Gaussian distributions with means that defined the pattern. 

The sequence of means was n = {2, 8, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64} ms. and each 

distribution had a standard deviation a - 0.5 ms. The interpattern interval was 

100 ms. Note that the interspike interval histogram for the patterned data set 

and the shuffled data set are identical. Figure 10.A. The deceleration is 

indicated in the RJIH-o2 by the concentration of probability just beneath the 

diagonal x = y line. The oscillation at the beginning of the pattern, in the high 

frequency range, is indicated by the concentrations on either side of the 

diagonal line near the origin of the plot. Figure 10.B. Shuffling 50 times 

destroys the statistical serial dependence of the data set. 
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Figure 11 RJIH-02 and spike train for pattern from Figure 10, 
embedded in Poissonian noise. 
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Figure 11 shows what happens when the pattern from Figure 10 is 

embedded in noise that is Poisson distributed. The noise consists of 5 intervals 

selected from a 20 Hz Poissonian process that fills the 100 ms interpattern 

interval. Note the underlying random distribution of sequences (very small 

circles) generated by the noise. The line at index y = 40000 (approximately) 

signifies the termination of the pattern (the last interval of the pattern is a 

constant since the pattern is explicit) may be preceded by any interval, due to 

the Poissonian interpattern activity. The vertical line at the origin shows that 

the onset of the pattern may be preceded by any interval. 
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Figure 12 RJIH-02 for A. Two patterns, one accelerating and one 
decelerating. B. Three patterns, one accelerating, one decelerating, 
and one oscillating. 
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Figure 12. A shows a combination of two patterns, one accelerating and 

one decelerating. The accelerating pattern is the pattern in Figure 10, 

reversed. Note the concentration of probability that has appeared above the 

diagonal. This is associated with the accelerating patterns. Figure 11.B shows 

the combination of 3 patterns. An oscillating pattern is added to the 

accelerating and decelerating patterns (asterisk). The oscillating pattern is 

given by n = {8, 32, 16, 18, 8, 32, 16, 18, 8, 32, 16, 18} ms , o= 0.5 ms. The 

presence of the oscillating pattern is associated with the concentrations of 

probability on either side of the diagonal x = y line. 
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Figure 13 ndASI Dependency curves for a chaotic and periodic 
parameter setting of the Standard Map Model. 
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Figure 13 shows the ndASI dependency curves for the Standard Map at 

the two settings 0.723044 and 0.732644. These curves were calculated from 

the same data sets that produced Figures 8 and 9. Data was ranked and 

recoded in deciles. Note the flatness of the curve given by the more periodic 

behavior of the parameter setting 0.723044. Bold lines (overlaid) are the ndASI 

dependency curves for the shuffled data sets. Note the increased complexity of 

the spike train for 0.732644 over 0.723044 (cf. Figure 8 and Figure 9). 
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Figure 14 ndASI Dependency curves for Control and Bicuculline 
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Figure 14 shows the ndASI Dependency curves for control and 50 and 

100 pM Bicuculline conditions from the disinhibition experiment for 8000 

interspike intervals from electrode 1. Data was ranked and decile coded. Bold 

lines indicate curves for shuffled data sets. Note that bicuculline treatments 

increase the statistical serial dependence of the interval sequence, and this is 

reflected in a curve that is farther from the shuffled curve at each order. 
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Figure 15 RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 1, wash 3 
treatment. 

Figure 15 shows two RJIH-o plots and the interspike interval histogram 

for data from electrode 1, from the wash 3 condition of the disinhibition 

experiment. Recall that the expected probability for the RJIH-02 is 0.001, and 
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for RJIH-06 is 1.0 * 10"7. Prominent features of the RJIH-02 include a diagonal 

indicating sequences of intervals from similar decile bins in the range 000-222. 

This implies that there is higher than expected probability of three consecutive 

interspike intervals in the range <21 ms. Slight preference for sequences such 

as 500 and 611 can be seen, implying that intervals from the range 35-55 ms 

will be followed by a pair of intervals < 18 ms. RJIH-06 has only one distinct 

feature, a slight preference for sequences of seven intervals in the range 18-21 

ms (2222222 in decile code). 
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Figure 16 RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 1, 20 uM 
bicuculline treatment. 
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Figure 16 shows the RJiH-o2 and RJIH-06 and interspike interval 

histogram (with decile binning indicated) for the 20 OM condition for 8000 

intervals from electrode 1. The RJIH-02 has a strong diagonal indicating a high 

probability of sequences such as 111, 112, 222, 223..., 888, 999. There is an 

absence of sequences from the lower right and, in general, the upper right 

corners of the plot. The upper left corner of the plot shows a relatively high 

probability of sequences such as 900 and 911. This implies that intervals > 44 

ms will likely be followed by a pair of intervals < 22 ms. This indicates the 

rapid acceleration that defines the onset of a burst. The RJIH-06 indicates 

sequences of seven successive, similar intervals less than decile code 2 (< 26 

ms) are relatively likely, as are sequences of seven intervals of decile code 9 

(>44 ms). The sequences 9000000 and 9111111 (an interval > 44 ms goes to 

< 22 ms intervals) are also relatively more likely. Note the vertical 

concentration of probability that implies that the X900000 sequences may be 

preceded by an interval, X, from any part of the entire range. 
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Figure 17 RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 1, 
100 uM bicuculline treatment. 

Figure 17 shows RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 

histogram (indicating decile binning) for 8000 interspike intervals from electrode 

1 during the 100 OM bicuculline condition. Note the strong diagonal across 

the entire range in RJIH-02. There is an increased probability of deceleration 

as indicated by the subdiagonal concentration of probability. The most likely 

accelerating (but not burst-like) sequences are 211 and 100 (< 20 ms). 

Sequences such as 922 (an interval > 66 ms followed by a pair in the range 15-

22 ms) are still more likely than expected. RJIH-06 shows that the main 
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diagonal is strongest at decile codes < 5 (< 40 ms). The accelerating 

sequences 2111111, 1000000, and related sequences (1110000, 2100000...) 

persist as more likely than expected. The vertical density observed in Figure 

16 is now limited to initial intervals > decile code 6, (40-47 ms). Note the 

relatively high probability of sequences such as 6333333, 6444555... 
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Figure 18 ndASI Dependency curves for electrode 3h for control and 
bicuculline treatments for disinhibition experiment. 

Figure 18 shows the ndASI Dependency curves for control and 50 and 

100 /zM Bicuculline conditions from the disinhibition experiment for 8000 

interspike intervals from electrode 3h. Data was ranked and decile coded. 
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Bold lines indicate curves for shuffled data sets. Note that bicuculline 

treatments increase the statistical serial dependence of the interval sequence, 

and this is reflected in a curve that is farther from the shuffled curve at each 

order. 
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Figure 19 RJIH-o2 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 3h, 
wash 3 treatment. 
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Figure 19 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 

histogram for 8000 interspike intervals from the wash 3 condition of the 

disinhibition experiment. RJIH-02 shows a diagonal of constant frequency 

tendency for interspike intervals < 23 ms (decile code 333). This range also 

shows a slight tendency to decelerate (decile codes 122 and 233). RJIH-06 

shows greater than expected probability to produce seven interval sequences 

from the range 18-23 ms (decile code 3333333). The decelerating sequence 

2333333 persists in the RJIH-06 plot. 

Electrode 3h - 20 jiM Bic. 
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Figure 20 RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 3h, 
20 uM bicuculline treatment. 
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Figure 20 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 and interspike interval 

histogram (with decile binning indicated) for the 20 fM condition for 8000 

intervals from electrode 3h. The RJIH-02 shows a structure similar to the 

directionally reinforced Markov model (Figure 6) with a high frequency process 

(sequences containing no intervals >11 ms) and a low frequency process 

(sequences containing no intervals < 33 ms). Within each process, any 

sequence may occur, as indicated by the flatness of each block of sequences. 

Within the low frequency process the sequence decile code 966 (an interval > 

132 ms is followed by a pair of intervals from the range 33-43 ms) appears to 

have a higher than expected probability. The RJIH-o2 also shows a higher 

than expected probability concentration along the diagonal. The RJIH-06 

shows a faint trace of the RJIH-02 structure, defined in large part by the 

absence of sequences in the upper left and lower right comers of the plot. The 

sequence 6666666 (intervals from the range 33-43 ms) appears to have a 

greater than expected probability of occurrence. 
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Figure 21 RJIH-o2 and RJIH-06 plots and interspike interval 
histogram indicating deciles for 8000 intervals from electrode 3h, 
100 uM bicuculline treatment. 

Figure 21 shows the RJIH-02 and RJIH-06 and interspike interval 

histogram (with decile binning indicated) for the 20 condition for 8000 

intervals from electrode 3h. The block of sequences visible in the RJIH-02 at 

decile codes < 3 indicates that intervals < 5 ms show no statistical serial 

dependence, while the diagonal is evident for decile codes > 3. Note the 

deceleration of sequences containing initial intervals > 27 ms (decile code 7). 

Note the higher than probability for sequences such as 966 and 977 (an interval 

> 50 ms is followed by a pair of intervals from the range 16-40 ms). The RJIH-
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06 shows that the 966 and 977 sequences persist and appear as 9666666 and 

9777777, but sequences that accelerate faster (e.g. 9222222) or continue to 

accelerate (e.g. 9654322) do not appear. There is a concentration of 

probability along the x = 966666 line indicating that this sequence is likely to 

follow any interval. 
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Figure 22 ndASI Dependency curves for bicuculline treatments. 
Electrodes 1 and 3h. 

Figure 22 shows ndASI Dependency curves for electrodes 1 and 3h for 

all of the bicuculline treatments from the disinhibition experiment. Each data 

set consisted of 8000 interspike intervals, ranked and decile coded. Overlaid 

bold line were generated from shuffled data sets. Note that shuffled curves all 

overlay precisely. On both electrodes, increased bicuculline concentration 

moves the curve farther from the curves for the shuffled data sets. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The functional significance of spontaneous activity in vivo is not known. 

It is considered by some to be noise, and by others to be a carrier that may be 

modulated to transfer information. Freeman has hypothesized that in the bulb 

spontaneous activity represents a many winged attractor, the trajectory of which 

is constrained to a particular wing by stimuli. "Regardless of one's speculations 

about the function of spontaneous activity, one may study it in a completely 

operational way by describing its statistical characteristics." (Rodieck, Gerstein, 

and Kiang, 1962) 

Information theory has been used in the context of neurophysiology by 

many researchers. Most applications involve measuring the transformation 

between input and output. Nakahama et. al. (1966, 1971, 1972, 1974, 1977, 

1983) have had success in using their measure of dependency to quantify 

interspike interval dependencies. Habets et. al. (1987) used Nakahama's 

measure of dependency to classify the developmental stages of cultured 

cortical networks. They showed a decrease in dependency with age. 
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Ramakers et. al. (1990) showed that cultures allowed to develop in tetrodotoxin 

did not display the same decrease in dependency with age, and that similar 

dependency values in control cultures could be achieved by the acute addition 

of picrotoxin. 

My results show that the ndASI curves are appropriate for quantifying 

relatively subtle changes in the firing patterns of the cultured cells as they are 

disinhibited. The less predictable regimes, initial activity, washes, low 

bicuculline concentration, have curves near the curves for shuffled data sets. 

As the culture is disinhibited, the slope of the linear portion of the curves 

decreases, indicating increasing predictability. A striking result is the relatively 

smooth change in slope of these curves (Figure 22). The disinhibitory effect of 

bicuculline has been known to increase "regularity" of activity at threshold 

concentrations, but the changes in the ndASI imply that these changes might 

be akin to the changes in a dynamical system, whose behavior varies smoothly 

in some regions of its parameter space. 

A hypothesis that might be adressed with the ndASI is suggested by van 

Hateran (1992). He suggests that stimuli at high signal to noise ratios are 

transformed by neuronal networks to reduce redundancy in the activity, and that 

low signal to noise ratios would require increased redundancy. 

"...[NJeuronal processes at all levels involve a probabilistic element which 

must be adequately incorporated if quantitative hypotheses or models of 

neuronal functions are to be valid...only the more detailed analyses of spike 
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timings are appropriate to any quantitative theory of information processing by 

the nervous system." (Moore, Perkel, and Segundo, 1966 ) The generalization 

of the ranked joint interval histogram displays the ISI patterns in the context of 

the entire range of intervals, and every possible sequence. It is useful in 

detecting changes in patterned behavior. The development of bursting activity 

as the concentration of bicuculline is increased is clearly visible in the RJIH-o 

plots for electrodes 1 and 3h (Figures 15-21). At 100 pM bicuculline, in the 

RJIH-02, both electrodes show bursting patterns at the same scale: an interval 

> 50-66 ms will be followed by a pair of intervals in the range 15-27 ms 

(Figures 17 and 21). This statistical structure persists to sequences as long as 

seven intervals (cf. RJIH-06 for both electrodes). Decelerating processes are 

visible for electrode 1, but not as prominent in electrode 3h. This information is 

not available from any other analytical technique. Other common features 

between electrodes are visible with the RJIH-o. Although it is not obvious from 

the interspike interval histogram, during the wash 3 condition of the disinhibition 

experiment, data from the electrode 1 and electrode 3h both show constant 

frequency firing in the 18-23 ms interval range at sequences of seven intervals 

(Figures 15 and 19). Many features such as lack of structure (Figures 5 and 7, 

and 15 and 19), vertical densities (Figures 11 and 16), Markov-like statistical 

structures (Figures 6 and 20), constant frequency firing (Figures 11 and 17), 

oscillations (Figures 11 and 17), decelerations (Figures 11 and 17) and 

accelerations (Figures 12 and 17) that are visible in the model data, also 
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appear in the biological data. 

Dayhoff and Gerstein (1983) write that "Traditional spike-train analysis 

methods cannot identify patterns of firing that occur frequently but at arbitrary 

times. It is appropriate to search for recurring patterns because such patterns 

could be used for information transfer." The olfactory bulb cultures do not have 

an input/output structure that allows an information transfer interpretation, 

however they may transform the chronic inputs of receptors into a change in 

attractor states. This could be tracked by the RJIH-o. Several complications in 

pattern analysis raised by Dayhoff and Gerstein are addressed by this method. 

A neural spike pattern may vary by temporal spacing. Subsequences of ISIs 

may have the same pattern, but certain ISIs may be of different duration. Also, 

sequences may have extra or missing spikes. The structure of the RJIH-o 

would reveal the significance of these noise patterns, because similar 

subsequences occur in adjacent regions of the plot. Time scaled patterns may 

be stretched or contracted in time. This would also appear as an increased 

probability concentration in a region of the RJIH-o. Further this type of temoral 

variability is addressed by the ranking procedure, which is very similar to their 

quantization. They mention that quantization may decrease the apparent 

frequency of occurrence of some temporally variable patterns that are split by 

the quantization boundaries. These would show up as neighbors in the RJIH-o. 

Dayhoff and Gerstein (1983) discuss the problem of overlap. Although 

their discussion takes place in the context of acute stimuli, overlapping patterns 
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is a problem addressed by the RJIH-o, for the same reasons mentioned above, 

subsequences with higher than normal occurrence frequencies occur in regions 

dictated by their structure, and adjacency in the plot implies similarity in some 

aspect of the pattern. 

An advantage of the RJIH-o is that it displays information at various 

levels, simultaneously. The context at each level allows the same visual 

interpretation rules. The plot was developed to address the following problem: 

If the culture responds to odorants, the average serial dependence over all may 

remain the same, but the scales at which the changes take place may be 

different. For example the discrete symbol sequences { a a a a b b b b c c c c 

d d d d} and { a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d } have the same ndASI values, but 

different representations on the RJIH-o. When used together, the ndASI and 

RJIH-o provide complementary and summary description of the spontaneous 

electrophysiological activity of neuronal networks. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented show that statistical serial dependence in the 

interspike interval sequences can be quantified, and patterned activity can be 

represented. Specifically: 

1) The ndASI curves adequately represent changes in statistical 

serial dependence associated with changes in a parameter of the 

Standard Map model. 

2) The ndASI curves adequately represent changes in statistical 

serial dependence in the interspike interval sequences from an 

experiment involving the disinhibition of dissociated olfactory bulb 

cultures. 

3) The generalized ranked joint interval histogram extends the joint 

interval histogram by depicting longer interval sequences and can 

be interpereted precisely analagously to the joint interval 

histogram. 
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4) The generalized ranked joint interval histogram correctly 

represents independence in a Poisson process model and 

statistical serial dependence in a directionally reinforced Markov 

model. 

5) The generalized ranked joint interval histogram correctly depicts 

the underlying periodic and strange attractors in the standard map 

model. 

6) The generalized ranked joint interval histogram can be used to 

analyze interspike interval sequences from spontaneous 

neurophsyiological activity. 



APPENDIX 
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Appendix: Proof and Algorithm 

1. The following proof shows the existence and uniqueness of the sequence 
representation used in the construction of the generalized rank joint interval 
histogram. 

Lemma 
Division Algorithm: 
If a, b el Z with b > 0, there exist unique integers q and r such that 

a = qb + r, 0 <= r < b. 

proof existence 
Let q = [a/b]. q <= a/b <= q+1. qb <= a < bq + b. 
0 <= a - bq < b. r = a - qb. so a = qb + r. 
uniqueness 
suppose that a = q,b + r, 

qb + r = q,b + r, 
b(q - q,) = r r r 

b*|q-qil= l r r r| 
since 0 <= r < b and 0 <= r, < b, |r r r| < b and b*|q - q,| < b. 
So, |q - q1| = 0, and q = q, and r = r, 

QED 

Theorem 
Let b be a positive integer, b > 1. Then every positive integer a can be 
expressed uniquely in the form: 

O a = rmbm + rm-ibm"1 + ... + r,b + r0, 
where m is a nonnegative integer and the r*s are integers such that 0 < r < b 
and 
0 <= Tj < bfor i = 0, 1 m-1. 

existence 
The right side of (*) is a representation of a in the base b. If a < b then (*) 
holds with m=0 and r0 = a. So, 1 has such a representation. Assuming every 
integer less than a has a representation that then a will have a representation, 
induction will complete the proof, a < b has been shown consider a >= b. 
Remembering a = qb + r, 0 <= r < b, and q > 0 since a >= b, and q < a 
since b > 1. So by assumption, q has a representation using base b: 

q = skb
k + sMbk"1 + ... + s,b + s0 

k nonnegative integer, 0 < sk < b, and 0 <= s,<b for i=0,1,...,k-1. Substituting 
the right side for q in the remainder expression gives: 
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a = Sfcb^+.-.+s^+Sob+r 
So, with m=k+1, the induction principle shows that there is such a 
representation. The important feature is uniqueness. 

uniqueness 
a < b implies a=r0, m=0. So, there is no other representation. Assume a >= b, 
and for the purposes of induction assume that for every positive integer less 
than a there is a unique representation using base b. 

a = (rmbm-1+...+r1)b+r0 

since 0 <= r0<b, we see by the lemma that r0 is the remainder and that 
rmbm-i+ + r i is the quotient in the division of a by b. This quotient is greater 
than 0 since a>= b. Suppose there exists another representation 

a = t„bn + t^b"-1 + ... + t,b + ^ 
with the appropriate restrictions. But in the division algorithm, the remainder 
and quotient are unique. So, r0 = to, and rmbm"1+...+r1 = t„bn + ... + So, 
m = n, and r, = t, for i = 1,2,...,m. Induction completes the proof. 

QED 

2. Building the Conditional Table. 
The form of the data structure that holds the estimated conditional probabilities 
of interval occurrence is of interest. When storing a probability distribution on a 
computer, a definite amount of memory must be allocated. There must be 
enough memory to store the probability for each state in the distribution. If the 
number of states is unknown, allocation may be problematic. When storing a 
conditional or joint distribution, the number of possible sequences of states 
grows very rapidly, but the number of realized sequences is in fact 
manageable. The following data structure allows the estimation of an arbitrary 
degree of conditional relations in real time because the largest data value need 
not be known, and because it efficiently stores only the sequences observed. 
The data structure is a generalization of a binary search tree. A binary search 
tree is a simple, but fundamental algorithm of computer science. A tree is a 
nonempty collection of vertices and edges that satisfies certain requirements. 
Data may be stored in a vertex, and the relationships between vertices are 
defined by the edges. In a tree, every vertex, or node, is pointed to by only 
one other node, its parent. One parent is not pointed to by any other nodes, it 
is called the root. In a binary tree, each node points to only two other children. 
Any fundamental computer science textbook will contain information about 
binary search trees, for example (Horowitz and Sahni, 1982). 
When building a histogram in a binary search tree, each node consists of the 
state whose number of occurrences is being counted, a counter and two 
pointers, a right and a left pointer. The pointers are edges that point to child 
nodes. 
To count the occurrence of a particular piece of data, use this algorithm, 
beginning with the root node: 
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1) See if a datum has been stored in the node. 
2) If the node is empty, store the datum in the node, set the 

counter equal to 1, get the next piece of data, and 
perform (1) on the root. 

3) If data has been stored in the node, does it match the 
current datum? 

4) If it does match the node's datum, increment the counter 
for that node, get the next datum, and begin the 
algorithm at the root. 

5) If it does not match, go to the next node, where the next 
node is the left node if the current datum is less than the 
current node's datum, or the next node is the right node 
if the current datum is greater than the current nodes' 
datum. 

6) Start at (1) for this node. 

This is a common recursive algorithm used in conjunction with binary trees. To 
generalize, and store conditional relations, let each node be the root of a new 
tree, that stores the previous datum. 

The advantages of this novel, but very simple generalization are that 
conditional and joint histograms can be built without knowing the range of the 
data, and with a reasonable amount of computer memory. This is attractive for 
real time calculation of conditional statistics of many kinds. 
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